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Achieving superplastic properties in a ZK10 magnesium alloy processed by equal-channel angular pressing
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ABSTRACT
Equal-channel angular pressing provides an opportunity for refining the grain structure and introducing superplastic properties in magnesium alloys. This report describes the use of this processing technique with a ZK10 (Mg–1.0 wt.% Zn–0.26 wt.% Zr) alloy. The grain structure was successfully refined from ∼12.9 to ∼5.2 μm after 4 passes and superplastic elongations were observed when testing at low strain rates at temperatures of 473 and 523 K. An analysis shows that the superplastic behavior is consistent with the conventional theoretical model for superplastic flow and at higher stresses and strain rates there is a transition to control by a viscous glide process.

© 2016 Brazilian Metallurgical, Materials and Mining Association. Published by Elsevier Editora Ltda. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Magnesium and its alloys usually exhibit low ductility at low temperatures and this is due to the limited number of active slip systems that are available to accommodate the plastic deformation. It is well established that an increasing temperature leads to the activation of additional slip systems thereby improving the formability of these materials [1]. Furthermore, provided the grain structure is sufficiently fine, with average grain sizes smaller than ∼10 μm, a significant portion of the plastic deformation may arise from grain boundary sliding (GBS) at high temperatures [2]. The occurrence of GBS is linked to a high value of the strain rate sensitivity which inhibits strain localization and permits the material to pull out in tension to very large superplastic elongations without failure. This superplastic flow is important in industrial applications because it provides an opportunity to produce complex curved shapes through simple forming operations [3].

Superplasticity is a diffusion-controlled process requiring both a fine grain size and a high testing temperature, typically above ∼0.5T_m, where T_m is the absolute melting temperature.
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At these high temperatures, a fine grain size is most easily retained through the presence of second phase precipitates and in magnesium alloys superplasticity has been reported in alloys containing precipitates such as AZ61 [4,5] and ZK60 [6]. Also, the material must be processed in order to obtain a fine-grained structure and this is generally undertaken using powder metallurgy techniques [7]. More recently, the development of processing procedures based on the application of severe plastic deformation (SPD) has provided opportunities for achieving exceptional grain refinement in many metallic alloys, including magnesium alloys, together with significant superplastic properties [8].

Although there are several different SPD processing methods, most attention to date has focused on equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP), where a rod or bar is pressed through a die constrained within a channel [9] or high-pressure torsion (HPT), where a thin disk is subjected to compression and concurrent torsional straining [10]. Comprehensive reviews are now available documenting the experimental data reported for superplasticity in alloys processed using ECAP and HPT [11–13]. Initially, significant attention was given to the ZK60 alloy (Mg–5.5 wt.% Zn–0.5 wt.% Zr), which exhibits excellent superplastic properties after processing by ECAP [14–21] including a potential for attaining high strain rate superplasticity [21] and the development of a record superplastic elongation of more than 3000% [19]. In addition to the excellent superplastic properties recorded in the ZK60 alloy, other magnesium alloys also exhibit superplasticity after processing by ECAP including the single phase AZ31 alloy [22–26]. However, despite the excellent superplastic properties introduced in a single phase magnesium alloy having aluminum in solid solution, there has been only limited research to date to evaluate the potential for achieving superplasticity in other dilute magnesium alloys. For example, it was reported recently that ECAP processing leads to low temperature superplasticity in a ZM21 (Mg–1.78 wt.% Zn–0.89 wt.% Mn) alloy [27].

Accordingly, the present research was initiated to evaluate the potential for achieving superplastic ductilities in a more dilute ZK10 alloy (Mg–1.0 wt.% Zn–0.25 wt.% Zr). This alloy was selected because excellent superplastic properties were already reported in the ZK60 magnesium alloy, which has a much higher zinc content and both ZK60 and ZK10 have zinc and zirconium as the major alloying elements. As will be demonstrated, superplastic properties are also attained in the ZK10 alloy but the elongations are significantly lower than in the ZK60 alloy.

2. Experimental material and procedures

The experiments were conducted using a magnesium ZK10 alloy supplied by Magnesium Elektron (Riverside, CA) as rolled slabs. The composition of the alloy is shown in Table 1. Billets with diameters of 10 mm and lengths of 60 mm were machined from the slabs with the axial directions parallel to the rolling direction. These billets were processed by ECAP at a temperature of 493 K using a die with an angle of 110° between the two channels and with an outer arc of curvature of 20° at the intersection of the two channels. These angles in the ECAP die produce a strain of ~0.8 on each separate pass through the die [28] and the billets were processed for up to 4 passes using route B1 in which the billet is rotated by 90° in the same sense between each pass [29].

Samples of the material were extracted before and after ECAP processing for metallography. The samples were ground on silica carbide papers and polished to a mirror-like finish on cloth using alumina oxide and ethanol as abrasive media. The grain boundaries were revealed by etching with acetic-pirical (70 mL of ethanol, 4.2 g of picric acid, 10 mL of acetic acid and 10 mL of water). The average grain size was determined as $d = 1.74 \times L$, where $L$ is the mean intercept length.

Tensile specimens with gauge lengths of 4 mm and cross-sections of $2 \times 3$ mm$^2$ were machined from the processed billets and tested in tension at different temperatures and strain rates. Load and displacement data were converted to true stress–true strain curves by assuming volume constancy and homogeneous deformation. The machine elastic distortion was corrected by equating the elastic region of the curve to the theoretical elastic modulus of the material.

3. Experimental results

3.1. Grain structure after ECAP

Fig. 1 shows representative images of the grain structures of the material before and after processing by ECAP. It was observed that etching does not reveal all of the grain boundaries with the same intensity. Thus, some boundaries are readily visible and others are poorly defined. The average grain size in the as received condition in Fig. 1(a) was measured as $\sim 12.9 \mu m$. Processing by ECAP promoted significant grain refinement. After only 2 passes in Fig. 2(b) the structure became bimodal with some larger grains and areas of smaller grains of a few micrometers. This bimodal grain size distribution is generally expected in magnesium alloys due to the mechanism of grain refinement in which new fine grains are formed preferentially along the grain boundaries while the cores of the original grains remain unrefined [30,31]. After 2 passes the average grain size was $\sim 6.8 \mu m$. Similar features were also observed in the alloy after 4 passes of ECAP as shown in Fig. 1(c), where the average grain size was slightly smaller at $d \approx 5.2 \mu m$.

| Table 1 – Chemical element concentration (in wt.%). |
|-----------------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| Alloy | Mg | Al | Zn | Mn | Zr | Ca | Cu | Si | Ni | Fe |
| ZK10 | Bal. | 0.014 | 1.0 | 0.06 | 0.26 | 0.003 | 0.001 | 0.002 | 0.000 | 0.002 |
3.2. Tensile testing

Tensile tests were carried out at different temperatures in the range from 473 to 573 K after processing through 4 passes of ECAP. Fig. 2 shows the recorded elongations when testing with an initial strain rate of $1.0 \times 10^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1}$ plotted as a function of the testing temperature, $T$. Thus, high elongations of ~500% are observed at 473 and 493 K and there is a peak elongation of 750% at 523 K. Thereafter, there is a sharp reduction in elongation to ~400% at 573 K due to the advent of grain growth at this higher temperature. Superplasticity is defined formally as elongations in tension of at least 400% $[32]$ and therefore these results show there is a capability for achieving superplastic flow in the ZK10 alloy at temperatures up to ~540 K.

Tensile tests were also carried out on samples of the material processed by only 2 passes of ECAP and Fig. 3(a) shows plots of true stress and true strain for tests conducted at temperatures of 473 and 523 K for tests at an initial strain rate of $1.0 \times 10^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1}$. Also shown in Fig. 3(a) are curves for samples tested under these conditions after 4 passes of ECAP. Inspection shows processing through 4 passes leads to lower flow stresses at both temperatures. This difference in flow stress is due to the finer grain size achieved in the material after processing through 4 passes.

Similar stress–strain curves are shown in Fig. 3(b) for tests conducted on the material processed for 4 passes of ECAP at different initial strain rates from $10^{-4}$ to $10^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}$ and at the two temperatures of 473 and 523 K. It is readily observed that the flow stress varies significantly with the imposed strain rate thereby indicated a high strain rate sensitivity. The curves obtained at 523 K also exhibit lower flow stresses compared to their counterparts at 473 K. Nevertheless, it is important to note that all curves exhibit a significant increase in flow stress with increasing strain. Similar behavior was also reported in earlier experiments on a ZK60 magnesium alloy and it was attributed to the occurrence of grain growth $[33]$.

The appearance of typical specimens after failure are shown in Fig. 4, together with the recorded final elongations, where all samples were processed by ECAP through 4 passes and the tests were conducted at 473 K in Fig. 4(a) and at 523 K in Fig. 4(b): for both illustrations, an untested initial sample is shown at the top. Elongations of ~400% in the superplastic range are observed at the lower initial strain rates of $10^{-4}$ to
10⁻³ s⁻¹ at both testing temperatures and it is noted that the elongation of 390% observed at a high strain rate of 10⁻² s⁻¹ at 523 K is only slightly outside of the conventional range for superplasticity. In the superplastic regime, as at an initial strain rate of 1.0 × 10⁻⁴ s⁻¹ at 523 K, the specimens exhibit a constant thinning of the cross-sectional area and gradually pull out to failure at a point as expected for true superplastic deformation where the high strain rate sensitivity prevents strain localization and the development of sharp necking within the gauge length [34]. By contrast, very clear necking was observed at the highest strain rate of 1.0 × 10⁻² s⁻¹ at 473 K where the total elongation was only 180%.

4. Discussion

These results confirm that processing by ECAP is effective in significantly refining the grain structure of the ZK10 magnesium alloy. The initial coarser structure of ∼12.9 μm was successfully refined to an average spatial grain size of ∼5.2 μm after 4 passes. Although this is larger than the average grain size observed in other metallic materials after processing by ECAP, it is within the range of grain sizes observed in magnesium alloys in which processing takes place at higher temperatures. Also, the grain size is usually reported as the mean linear intercept length and this is smaller than the spatial average grain size. It was shown earlier that the mean linear intercept grain size was ∼2.2 μm in an AZ31 magnesium alloy processed by 4 passes of ECAP at 473 K using a die with 110° between channels and this is equivalent to a spatial grain size of ∼3.8 μm [24].

There are some reports of finer grain sizes in magnesium alloys processed by ECAP, including the development of true ultrafine-grained structures but in practice the final grain size is strongly affected by the initial grain structure prior to the ECAP processing [31]. It is also well established that grain sizes smaller than 1 μm may be attained by processing the magnesium alloys using HPT: for example, in HPT processing there are reports of average grain sizes of 230 nm in AZ31 [35], 210 nm in Mg–9Al [36], 85 nm in Mg–9Gd–4Y–0.4Zr [37], 100 nm in Mg–10Gd [38], 500 nm in Mg–8Li [39] and 700 nm [40] and 900 nm [41,42] in ZK60.

The level of grain refinement achieved in the present experiments is within the range in which superplasticity is expected (d < 10 μm) [43] and the occurrence of superplastic flow was confirmed by tensile testing at different temperatures and strain rates where excellent elongations were observed up to
a maximum of 750%. It is important, therefore, to analyze the characteristics of the flow process.

At high temperatures, the flow process of metals is described by a relationship of the form [43]:

\[ \dot{\varepsilon} = \frac{A G b}{kT} D_0 \exp \left( \frac{Q}{RT} \right) \left( \frac{\sigma}{G} \right)^p \left( \frac{\sigma}{G} \right)^n \]  

(1)

where \( \dot{\varepsilon} \) is the effective strain rate, \( A \) is a dimensionless constant, \( G \) is the shear modulus, \( b \) is the Burgers vector modulus, \( k \) is the Boltzmann’s constant, \( T \) is the absolute temperature, \( D_0 \) is a frequency factor, \( Q \) is the activation energy for the flow process, \( R \) is the gas constant, \( \sigma \) is the applied stress, \( p \) is the inverse grain size exponent and \( n \) is the stress exponent. In conventional metals, the rate-controlling mechanism for superplasticity is grain boundary sliding [44], which is accommodated by limited amounts of intragranular slip [45].

A theoretical model for the superplastic sliding process leads to Eq. (1) with \( A = 10, p = 2, n = 2 \), and an activation energy equal to the value for grain boundary diffusion [46]. For magnesium, this gives \( Q = 92 \text{kJ mol}^{-1} \) [47].

The stress exponent is the inverse of the strain rate sensitivity and this may be determined by logarithmically plotting the strain rate, for a selected fixed temperature and grain size, as a function of stress. An example is shown in Fig. 5(a) and the slope of the line is the stress exponent so that \( n \approx 3.3 \) for specimens processed through 4 passes of ECAP and tested at 473 and 523 K.

The activation energy for the flow process may be determined using the relationship [48]

\[ Q = nR \left[ \frac{\partial \ln \sigma}{\partial (1/T)} \right]_{d, i (\text{const})} \]  

(2)

Thus, considering the same grain size for tests at temperatures of 473 and 523K, the activation energy is obtained by plotting the flow stresses observed at similar strain rates, using a logarithmic scale, as a function of the inverse of the testing temperature. This plot is shown in Fig. 5(b) where the slope is equal to \( Q/nR \) so that, taking the experimental value of \( n = 3.3 \), the measured activation energy is \( Q = 112 \text{kJ mol}^{-1} \). This value lies between the expected activation energies for lattice diffusion (\( \sim 135 \text{kJ mol}^{-1} \)) and grain boundary diffusion (\( \sim 92 \text{kJ mol}^{-1} \)) [47].

This analysis shows that, although the grain size is within the anticipated range for superplastic flow and the experimental elongations are >400% and within the regime of superplasticity, the stress exponent of \( n = 3.3 \) is not consistent with the theoretical model for superplasticity where \( n = 2 \). Nevertheless, the reduction in flow stress observed in the stress–strain curves for samples processed by 4 passes compared to samples processed by only 2 passes suggests that grain size plays a role in the deformation mechanism, which also supports the experimental evidence for the occurrence of grain boundary sliding.

Therefore, in order to further check the present experimental data against the theoretical prediction for grain boundary sliding in superplasticity, the strain rate was normalized by temperature and grain size using the activation energy for grain boundary diffusion and \( p = 2 \) and then plotted against the normalized stress, \( \sigma/G \). For this analysis, the grain boundary diffusion coefficient was taken as \( \dot{\sigma}_{gb} \), where \( \dot{\sigma} \) is the grain boundary width equal to \( 2b \), where \( b = 3.21 \times 10^{-10} \text{m} \), \( \dot{\sigma}_{gb} = 5.0 \times 10^{-12} \exp (-92,000/R T) \text{m}^3 \text{s}^{-1} \) [47] and \( G = (1.92 \times 10^1 - 8.6T) \text{MPa} \), where \( T \) is the relevant temperature in degrees Kelvin [49]. Following the theoretical model for superplasticity, the dimensionless constant \( A \) was placed equal to 10 [46]. The result is given in Fig. 6, where the solid line shows the theoretical prediction based on the model for conventional superplasticity, where \( n = 2 \) [46] and experimental points are shown for ZK10 in this investigation and for earlier results for a ZK60 alloy, which exhibited excellent superplasticity after processing by ECAP [50]. It is apparent that the data for the ZK60 alloy agree well with the theoretical prediction except at the very highest stresses and this provides support for the use of the theoretical equation for superplasticity by grain boundary sliding in magnesium alloys. It is also observed that some points of the present experiments are in excellent agreement with the theoretical prediction. Specifically, for both alloys there is very good agreement between experiment and theory at the lower stresses and strain rates where the experiments give large elongations but for the ZK10 alloy there is a clear deviation at higher stresses and faster strain rates where, as shown in Fig. 4, the behavior deviates from conventional superplasticity. Thus, the results for the ZK10 alloy suggest a transition to a different flow mechanism.

![Fig. 5](image-url) — (a) Strain rate plotted as a function of stress and (b) stress plotted as a function of the inverse of temperature.
at the faster strain rates with a stress exponent of $n \approx 3.3$ and an activation energy of $\sim 112 \text{kJ mol}^{-1}$ which is intermediate between grain boundary and lattice diffusion. This value of the stress exponent suggests a transition to control by the viscous glide of dislocations [51] and this is supported by the reasonably high elongations to failure which are a standard feature of solid solution alloys undergoing creep within the viscous glide regime [52]. It is concluded that the results in this research lie in a transition region between superplasticity and viscous glide and at the lowest stresses and strain rates the data show excellent agreement with the conventional model for superplastic flow.

5. Summary and conclusions

(1) A magnesium ZK10 alloy was processed by ECAP at 493 K and then tested in tension at different temperatures and strain rates. The results show the potential for achieving good superplastic elongations at the lowest strain rates at testing temperatures of 473 and 523 K. An optimum elongation of 750% was attained at 523 K using an initial strain rate of $1.0 \times 10^{-4} \text{s}^{-1}$.

(2) Plots of true stress versus true strain curves exhibit significant hardening and a high strain rate sensitivity, which is consistent with the large elongations.

(3) An analysis of the experimental data gave a stress exponent of $n \approx 3.3$ and activation energy which was intermediate between the values for grain boundary and lattice diffusion. There is good agreement with the theoretical prediction for superplastic flow at the lowest strain rates but at higher strain rates there is a transition to a viscous glide process.
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